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ABSTRACT 

Spectrum Overcrowding remains to be a elementary challenge for each military and business 

communications as earlier considerations over spectrum congestion and inefficient usage area unit manifest with 4G 

system emergence. Interest in psychological feature radio (CR) remains robust because the communication 

community strives to unravel the spectrum congestion drawback. In standard metallic element Implementation, 

interference to primary users is reduced victimisation either overlay or underlay waveforms. The overlay wave shape 

that exploit unused spectrum holes and therefore the underlay waveforms that unfold their power spectrum density 

over an radical wide information measure. The projected hybrid overlay underlay wave shape that exploits each 

unused and underused wave shape that effectively utilize the spectrum and improve spectrum potency. 

KEY WORDS: Cognitive Radio Overlay, Orthogonal Frequency Division Muliplexing (OFDM-BPSK). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The term cognitive feature feature is typically associated with human thought methodology and reasoning 

skills. It’s printed as a knowledge to analysis given state of affairs utilizing aspects like, awareness perception, 

reasoning and judgement. Cognition in psychological feature radio sense is printed as, observance and structuring 

the data of self, completely different users, and additionally the setting to supply knowledge services. It’s together 

printed as learning from experience to tailor services user wants, eventualities and environments. Nearly like 

psychological feature radios, there does not seem to be sometimes accepted definition of cognition cycle. As a 

connectedness cognition cycle in reference to psychological feature radios, Mitola version of cognition cycle 

provides associate honest example. Mitola’s cognition cycle in fig1.5 stems from the OODA loop conception. The 

OODA loop is also a conception that originated from the military ways that pass. Jonh Boyd of the US Air Force. It 

main outline consists of four overlapping and interacting process: Observe, Orient, Decide and Act. At intervals the 

cognition cycle of Fig.1, a radio gathers knowledge regarding its operational scenario by observation 

(OBSERVE).The information is then analyzed (Orient) to ascertain its importance. Supported this analysis, a radio 

varieties through its varied decisions (Plan) and chooses the only alternative (Decide) acceptable for that state of 

affairs and radio scenario. Finally, assumptive a wave modification is essential, the radio adapts, implementing the 

selection answer (Act) by adjusting its resources and applying acceptable signal. There are a unit style of varied 

cognition cycles at intervals the literature hoping on one’s need and interpretation of a psychological feature radio. 

A cognition cycle result shown in Fig.2.  

  
Figure.1. Cognition Cycle as defined by Mitola Figure.2. Cognition cycle 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the stratified access model, interactions between primary and secondary users square measure thought-

about to appreciate spectrum efficiency. The basic set up here is to open up the authorized spectrum to secondary 

users whereas inflicting minimum acceptable interference into the primary users. Spectrum overlay and spectrum 

underlay square measure two approaches into consideration to accomplish this. Spectrum overlay permits unlicensed 

secondary users to utilize unused spectrum at a similar time with primary users on a nonintervention basis. This 

overlay approach was first custom-built associate degreed when researched below DARPA’s Next Generation (XG) 

program as associate” opportunistic spectrum access” approach. Similarly, spectrum below lay permits unlicensed 

secondary users to at a similar time operate in primary user bands but below strict transmit power constraints. Of all 

the spectrum access models given, the hierarchical access model is maybe the foremost compatible with current 

Federal Communications Commission policies and inheritance wireless systems. As planned metal technology fits 

among the hierarchical access technique. Albeit this metal definition entirely considers overlay approaches, the 

analysis trend suggests that a hybrid technique combining overlay/underlay ideas are going to be used to maximize 

spectral efficiency by practice every white and gray spectral regions. Therefore, metal are going to be further 

classified as being either overlay-CR or underlay- metal looking forward to the spectral region being utilized. 
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Channel Capacity: According to Shannon’s channel capacity condition given by channel capacity can be optimized 

by increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and/or channel bandwidth (W). 

C=Wlog(1+S/N)   (1) 

In the current CR framework, the transmitter continuously monitors the radio spectrum and identifies 

frequency bands as being in one of two categories, either used or unused. The unused frequency bands are identified 

as CR bands for secondary users as shown in Fig.3. The channel capacity when utilizing unused CR bands can be 

written  

        (2) 

Where N is the total number of unused spectral bands in the total CR monitored bandwidth W, Wukis the 

bandwidth of the kth unused band and ΦCRk is the power spectral density of the CR transmission in the kthunused band. 

UWB signaling can be used as underlay technique to support CR transmission. In UWB signaling, a very large 

contiguous bandwidth is used in a coexistence manner such that the spectrum is simultaneously shared with primary 

narrow band transmissions as shown in Fig 4. In this way, the total bandwidth W in (1) is maximized. However, to 

avoid interferences to primary (licensed) users, UWB transmissions are regulated by the FCC which limits the UWB 

transmitted power spectral density to a very low level. Hence, the channel capacity of UWB transmission is extremely 

limited and is given by (2). where n0 is the additive Gaussian noise power spectral density, ΦUWB is the average power 

spectral density of the UWB transmissions the total number of primary users operating within total bandwidth W, 

Φpi is the narrow band average power spectral density of the ithprimary user and Wpi is the corresponding bandwidth 

of ith primary user. 

                (3) 

The coexistence of an UWB transmission with primary narrow band transmissions Suggests that most of the 

narrow band transmission can tolerate a certain level of interference, i.e., even though some frequency bands are 

occupied by primary users they are likely to be underused. To maximize channel capacity, the so called used bands 

also need to be considered, this concept is illustrated in Fig.5. Accounting for both unused and underused bands, the 

new SDCR channel capacity for a given Cognitive Radio transmitter can be written as, 

          (4) 

Where ΦCR1kis the CR transmitted power spectral density in the kth unused band, and Φ is the CR transmitted 

power spectral density in the ith underused band. Fig.6 illustrates a conceptual view of the unused and underused 

spectrum utilization using an arbitrary interference threshold (IT). IT is assumed to be a limit set forth by the primary 

users based on the measured power spectrum density in a given bandwidth. Two cases of under-utilized spectrum 

are demonstrated: a) when the spectral assignments based on a binary decision the bands adjacent to the primary 

users are unavailable to overlay CR users and b) primary user’s bands which are below the IT are also unavailable 

to the CR users. A soft decision CR (SDCR) will be able to exploit these underused frequency bands to increase 

channel capacity and improve performance. To support the envisioned SDCR system, the original SMSE framework 

is extended to account for both unused and underused frequency bands. 

  
Figure.3. Illustration of Cognitive Radio 

Overlay Concept 

Figure.4. Illustration of Cognitive Radio Underlay 

Concept 

 
Figure.5. Illustration of Cognitive Radio Hybrid Overlay/Underlay Concept 

Interference Threshold: Spectrum sensing techniques area unit terribly useful in detection of spectrum holes and 

identification of alternative primary and secondary users. To understand if a definite portion of the spectrum is unused 
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or underused, the facility spectrum density (PSD) in a very given information measure must be compared to a preset 

threshold known as interference threshold. This interference threshold is set forth by primary users or in conjunction 

with primary and secondary users. The construct of noise floor provides a method for evaluating the ground noise in 

Over-utilized parts of the spectrum. Secondary user (SU) usage of the spectrum can raise the noise floor of the first 

user (PU). To quantify this interference development, FCC spectrum policy task force has suggested interference 

temperature (IT) as a brand new performance metric. In could 2007 FCC issued another notice stating that it's 

terminated the IT construct? despite the fact that, there are a unit few supporters for adopting the IT approach to live 

or set a threshold, there seems to be no clear cut methodology or rules to implement IT. The community normally 

(technical furthermore as user) argued that the IT approach isn't sensible and would solely lead to enlarged 

interference in its in operation ranges. despite the fact that FCC has briefly abandoned the interference temperature 

construct, analysis community normally still considering IT as a viable metric, since it's essentially a live of PSD in 

a very receiver. 

 
Figure.6. Identification of primary users, unused and underused spectral regions 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

  
Figure.7. Cognitive Radio Spectrum Access Figure.8. Performance of Hybrid overlay/underlay 

waveform using Hamming codes in Frequency 

selective Fading channel 

To maximize each spectrum potency and data rate, we've to require advantage of each unused and underused 

portion of the spectrum. During this section we tend to demonstrate performance improvement utilizing each unused 

and underused spectrum employing a hybrid underlay/overlay wave. The diagram illustration illustrates the abstract 

read of the hybrid overlay/underlay approach. Systematic block channel committal to writing is introduced to 

demonstrate the performance improvement gained by combining overlay and underlay techniques. To standard block 

codes, specifically a (7, 4) playing code with t = one error correction capability and a (15, 5) BCH code with t= three 

error correction capability were chosen for demonstration functions. In general, channel committal to writing 

improves performance by adding redundant or parity bits. For a given communication system this interprets into 

augmented transmission information measure or a decrease in effective rate. For instance, a hard and fast information 

measure overlay system experiences a discount in effective date rate wherever k and n represent the amount of output 

encoded and input data bits, severally.  

 
Figure.9. Performance of Hybrid overlay/underlay waveform using BCH codes in Frequency selective 

Fading channel 

However, among the planned hybrid overlay/underlay system, the data bits square measure transmitted 

pattern degree overlay undulation (over unused frequency bands) whereas the redundant bits square measure 

transmitted pattern degree underlay undulation (over underused frequency bands). Thus, every unused and underused 

frequency bands square measure exploited. Once place next with a pure overlay system, the hybrid overlay/underlay 
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system achieves channel committal to writing gain whereas not sacrificing rate. extra considerably, the hybrid 

overlay/underlay system possesses degree exaggerated degree of flexibility in receiver design: if most popular, no 

channel cryptography ought to be implemented and additionally the receiver would possibly simply dispose of the 

data from the overlay transmission; on the alternative hand, with channel cryptography implemented the 

overlay/underlay receiver can significantly improve performance. Figure.8, shows the simulation results of overlay 

and overlay/underlay thought pattern acting .The top solid line represents the OFDM-BPSK overlay system whereas 

not channel committal to writing. The bottom a pair of broken lines represents OFDM-BPSK overlay systems pattern 

H (7, 4) channel committal to writing severally. The broken lines represent the overlay/underlay mixtures. The 

underlay undulation unfold length was a t= 512. Figure.9, shows the simulation results of overlay and 

overlay/underlay thought pattern BCH codes illustrated in. the best solid line represents the OFDM-BPSK overlay 

system whereas not channel committal to writing. The bottom a pair of broken lines represent OFDM-BPSK overlay 

systems pattern BCH (7, 4) channel committal to writing severally. The broken lines represent the overlay/underlay 

mixtures. It’s evident from winds up within the figure that applying channel committal to writing improves 

performance significantly but at the value of reduced effective rate. Performance of the planned overlay/underlay 

system approaches that of the channel coded overlay system whereas not experiencing the reduced rate. 

4. CONCLUSION 

To maximize spectrum potency and data rate each unused (white) and underused (gray) spectral regions got 

to be exploited. Employing a antecedently developed SMSE framework supported arduous call spectrum usage, The 

planned extended soft call SMSE framework (SD-SMSE) to support soft call chromium applications. The SD-SMSE 

chromium implementation is capable of dynamically generating spectrally economical overlay, underlay and hybrid 

overlay/underlay waveforms. Performance is evaluated here for Hybrid overlay/underlay and overlay while not 

committal to writing and with committal to writing. Channel committal to writing will increase performance at the 

price of decreasing rate whereas the hybrid overlay/underlay achieves channel committal to writing gain while not 

loss of information rate. 
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